
Spring 1 -Birkrigg  

Happy New Year! 

This half term our topic will be water. We will be learning about what we use water for, different 

animals that live in water and finding out about different jobs that involve water for example 

lifeguards, fishermen, captains and the RNLI.  

If anybody has any boxes, tubs and pots we can use for junk modelling please can you send them in 

with your child. 

Literacy  

We will begin by reading the story The Little Rain Drop, we will be retelling the story and learning 

about the water cycle. We will then have a go at writing our own version of the story by changing 

some of the details. Our next story focus will be  Mrs Lather’s Laundry, we will have a go at writing 

instructions on how to do the washing focusing on using connectives to join sentences.  We will be 

using the stories Commotion in the Ocean and Smiley Shark to explore animals that live in the sea. 

We will also be looking at animals that live in fresh water. We will be using adjectives to describe 

these animals and creating our own water animal fact files. We will finish by looking at information 

books on jobs that involve water such as lifeguards, coastguards, captains and lighthouse keepers.  

We will be writing fact files and job adverts.  

Maths  

We will be learning to measure and compare capacity, volume, weight and mass. We will be using 

balance scales to measure weight and begin to use the language heavy, light, heavier than, lighter 

than. We will explore the misconceptions that larger objects are always heavier with lots of hands on 

investigating. We will use a variety of non-standard units (e.g. cubes, bricks) to measure the mass of 

an object. We will continue to use non-standard units to weigh objects and now focus on comparing 

the mass of two objects.  Children will use balance scales to compare two objects and use the 

language of ‘heavier’, ‘lighter’ and ‘equal to’. Once children are confident using this language they 

can use <, > and = to compare mass. Children will then be introduced to volume and capacity. They 

will explore the concept in a practical way, using a variety of containers.  Children will compare the 

volume in a container by describing whether it is full, nearly full, empty or nearly empty. We will also 

continue to add and subtract numbers up to 20. We will  add by counting on and subtract by 

counting back. We will continue to use number bonds to 10 and to 20 to help with addition and 

subtraction. 

Science  

We will begin by creating a rain gauge to measure how much rain will fall over this half term. We will 

be looking at averages for the time of year and making some predictions. We will then record the 

rain fall each week. We will be painting some bulbs in the pots in our outdoor area and thinking 

about what they will look like as they grow. We will be exploring materials that float and sink and 

test some out in our water tray. We will be experimenting with ice and seeing what happens to it as 

it thaws and then freezes again. We will be learning to name a range of wild and garden plants 

including some trees. We will be learning about the basic structure of plants and trees.  

 

Geography/history 



We will begin with the story Mrs Lathers Laundry and look at the history of washing clothes and how 

it has changed over the years. We will then move on to think about the rivers, lakes and canals that 

surround us in Cumbria and the history of the canal in Ulverston. We will learn the names of some 

local rivers and find them on maps. We will explore stories that show extreme environments with 

and without water and compare them to our environment. We will then begin to find out about 

Christopher Columbus, we will learn who he is and why he is important. We will also find out about 

the places he discovered.   

RE 

We will begin by talking about stories that are special to us and think about what makes them 

special. We will then look at the Bible and learn why it is a special book for Christians. We will 

explore the many versions of the Bible we have in school and learn how to look at it carefully and 

with respect. We will then read a selection of stories from the Bible that have a link with water 

including Jonah and the Whale, Jesus Calming the Storm, Noah and the Ark and The Wise Man and 

The Foolish Man. 

PE 

On a Tuesday afternoon, children will be doing a rain cycle dance and learning an ocean dance to fit 

in with our water topic.  

On a Thursday afternoon, children will be doing gymnastic; they will learn to jump carefully and 

safely off benches. They will be learning three quarter rolls, teddy bear roles and forward rolls.  

Art 

Children will be learning about Monet water lilies paintings and having a go at recreating their own 

versions.  We will be using paint wash and wax resists creating a range of under the water pictures.  

Music 

We will continue to listen and respond to different styles of music. We will continue to learn and 

sing along with nursery rhymes such as wind the bobbin up, rock-a-by baby and five little monkeys 

jumping on the bed. We will learn to play instruments within a song.  We will be sharing and 

performing the learning that has taken place. 

PHSE  

Our PHSE will focus on going for goals. We will be thinking about things that we are good at and 

things that we enjoy doing. We will be creating a display about our strengths. We will then begin to 

think about the things that we would like to do better  and set some goals. We will think about goals 

that are quick to achieve and goals that will take a little longer. We will be thinking about some of 

the characteristics we need to achieve our goals, such as determination, persistence and sometimes 

teamwork.  

Computing 

We will be exploring the importance of following instructions when building Lego. Children will know 

that by following the instructions correctly, they will get the correct result . Children will learn that 

an algorithm is a precise, step-by step set of instructions used to solve a problem or achieve an 

objective. Children will follow and create instructions on a computer program. They will consider 

how the order of instructions affects the final result. 


